The Global Health Research Network

Providing a Data-Driven Approach to Clinical Trial Research & Real World Evidence

Ask CCTS about industry-sponsored clinical study opportunities from TriNetX!

TriNetX utilizes de-identified patient data to connect industry sponsors to healthcare organizations serving the patient population under investigation. Study requests are sent to the CCTS, which works with UAB investigators to determine feasibility and interest.

Contact CCTS Research Commons to make sure a point of contact has been identified for your research unit!

2016  19 Study Opportunities Received  ~2/month
2017  28 Study Opportunities Received  ~3/month
2018  29 Study Opportunities Received  ~6/month

Recent TriNetX Study Opportunities at UAB:

Cardiovascular Diseases
Dermatology
Gastrointestinal Disease
Genetics – Other
Gynecology & Urology
Immunology – Other
Maternal-Fetal Medicine
Metabolic Diseases
Neurology
Oncology
Psychiatry
Pulmonology